
 

EGSS Meeting Agenda 

Date: Oct.04, 2017 

Room: EDUC 233 

Attendance: Emma Clark, Gabrielle O’Hara, Dylan Moran-Timmerman, Aiden Hallihan, Vanessa 

Gold, Helal Dhali, Sam Sullivan, Sara Hashemi, Ravinder Kumar, Hadas Dahary 

Late Attendance: Shannon Hutcheson 

Regrets: Margarita Miseros, Kristen Sha, Natalie Pepiot, Andrea Velghe 

Absent with no regrets: Chris Dietzel 

1. Approval of September 15th Meeting Minutes 

a. Motion to approve, DM , Seconded, AH 

2. Approval of Agenda 

a. Motion to approve, SS, Seconded, GO 

3. Elections 

a. Missing MATL and AGSEM reps, no nominations, however these positions are 

not essential to the council functioning 

b. DISE Rep: SH and CD, all in favor 

c. Student Life: SH, all in favor 

d. PGSS Councillors: VG, HD, KS, all in favor 

e. VP Communications: NP, all in favor 

f. VP Finance: AV, all in favor 

4. GA  

a. Next Wednesday at 4:30 pm 

b. Prepare a brief slide to introduce yourself, your goals. Look in the google drive 

for examples. Upload your slide onto the google drive, into the powerpoint 

available online.  

c. Will discuss whether council is eligible for EGSS services 

d. Will propose an altered budget and open the floor for discussion 



 

e. Note: there was a motion approved to recognize student organizations at the 

past GA 

f. Will need to discuss solidarity funding  

g. Reps are responsible for encouraging their students to attend the GA 

h. EGSS will be hosting a resource library for graduate student to access funding 

applications 

i. Members at large can also bring forward motions of their own 

5. Conference 

a. In the newsletter the application was started, the deadline is October 9th and 

one application has been received 

b. Will be meeting with alumni relations to collaborate to create a networking wine 

and cheese event 

c. Spread the word that we are searching for committee members 

d. Representatives will post on facebook to promote the event 

6. Budget 

a. Based off last year’s budget 

b. Operating on the idea that we are receiving approximately $8,000 per semester 

c. Funding has been cut from the speaker series, and the money has gone towards 

student funding 

d. Funding was cut from all over because last year the council went over budget 

e. Current budget  

i. $3,000 for the conference based on last year’s spending 

ii. 3500 for social, last year 3800 was used and the year before 4300 

iii. 5000 for travel 

iv. 3700 for fellowships 

v. 800 for secretary 

f. Budget is based on $10 student fee  



 

g. The conference fundraises 

h. VG is interested in fundraising from Alumni 

i. EC: we cannot apply for funding for social events, but the more money we raise 

for the conference, the more we can take money from the conference budget 

and move it to social events 

j. 3300 was budgeted for the solidarity fund. Three installments of 1,000 each.  

k. For long term expenses, 2,000 is budgeted for long term expenses 

l. The lounge is currently closed due to the HVAC, but we are hoping to get it back 

soon. We would like to give it a pick-me-up when it is re-opened.  

m. There has been a new proposal related to departmental funding 

i. There has been an ongoing discussion of how to distribute funds between 

DISE, ECP, and KPE 

ii. Rather than putting all money towards large EGSS events, smaller groups 

of students would be given agency to spend the money. It would be for 

social and academic events, not for awards. 

iii. The proposal is to use the reserve spending and money from the social 

event budget to fund smaller initiatives at a more local level 

iv. Considerations include: longevity (reserves will run out, so we could 

decrease funding over time), how will solidarity funds be impacted 

v. The goal would be to consider how each student gets their $10 back, 

while still bringing all of EGSS together 

vi. Funding would potentially be distributed through student associations, 

but we would need to figure out the logistics 

vii. It is proposed to take some of the solidarity and student life fund and 

reserves to fund this initiative 

viii. Debate between whether we should spend all money or save some 

money 



 

ix. We have a cap right now where students cannot spend more than the 

%25  

x. The idea could be that each year we decrease funding slightly for student 

organizations 

xi. We would need to scale back on the solidarity fund to increase funding to 

small organizations 

xii. One concern is that the small groups will die off, which is the same 

problem we have with EGSS currently. We would need to have a clear roll 

out plan. 

xiii. Solidarity awards are not sufficient because they are not really used for 

social events. Also, the funding ends up being disproportional, e.g. last 

year ECP got far more than DISE. However, we do not want to detract 

from the solidarity event.  

xiv. Last year we gave equal finding to each department. However, this was 

not proportional to the number of students. 

xv. For KPE and DISE it would make sense to have funding at the department 

level, then have the department reps distribute the funding.  

xvi. DMT: concerned that there is a systemic barrier for certain programs to 

organize effectively (e.g. stage). EC: if the restructure happens, the VP 

student life could act as a consultant to help plan smaller events.  

xvii. DMT: how do we assure accountability? SS: we would have to apply to 

use the funds for certain things (academic, social).  

xviii. It would change the budget significantly, either taking away from the 

reserves, solidarity fund, or student life fund.  

xix. $4 per student is $6,400 total, approximately. This would be equivalent 

to the entire social budget.  

xx. Last year, only 2,200 was spent on EGSS wide events.  



 

xxi. What are our large scale events? 

1. 2 large end of year parties 

2. Free coffee in the lounge 

3. Conference events 

4. Writing evenings with snacks  

7. Will discretionary funding be brought to the GA 

a. DMT: Not comfortable doing anything for the fall GA 

b. SS: not something to go into lightly 

c. Let’s take the time and plan it well, to work to propose something for the Winter 

GA 

d. As council, we can vote on having someone engage the smaller student groups 

e. We will need accountability  

f. DMT: we will need to come up with a simple explanation and let student groups 

(VP Communications) 

g. Could be called engagement funding, proportional funding 

h. EC: will make a summary slide to explain the idea, that will be under the GA 

slides. It will be uploaded by Friday at 2pm. 

8. Motion to adjourn: EC, seconded SS 


